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In many countries as well as in several states in India, rules and regulations to monitor the functioning of voluntary 
organisations do not allow two persons with blood relations to become office bearers. This provision is aimed at 
saving voluntary organisations from conflict of interests and also as a mark of setting high standards of morality and 
ethics. Unfortunately, many political parties in India have chosen to ignore the message in this particular provision 
and are conducting their Party organisation as a family property.

The phenomenon of dynastic parties is back door recognition to birth-based discrimination. None of the dynastic 
political parties has ever functioned in a genuinely democratic framework. Internal organisational elections in 
these Parties are conducted only notionally with the verdict that is already decided. In most dynastic parties’ 
organisational growth is stunted as new leadership is not allowed to aspire for the apex level of leadership.

As a consequence, such political parties almost invariable are seen to be running on the basis of regional satraps 
who are mostly loyal appointees of the ruling dynasty. Naturally, the supreme dynasty in such political parties takes 
comfort in having surrounded by lesser dynasts who are ruling in provinces and regions. Eventually, it becomes 
a ring of dynasties with the supreme dynasty at the centre. Such Political Party organisations eventually end up 
as coterie governed units. They seek popular mandate and when fortunes favour them, occupy positions and 
preside over various governance units to shape the destiny of millions of people.

Such political parties are a threat to democracy for several reasons. Firstly, democracy is all about choice and 
Political parties provide this element of choice. One cannot think of democracy without political parties. Political 
parties are an important institution of democracy and dynastic parties cause great damage to the same. Secondly, 
since merit is always disregarded in the leadership of dynastic parties, their ability to govern is inherently com-
promised in a dynastic party. Thirdly, since the motivation behind the dynastic control is majorly to exercise 
complete control over the Party coffers, dynasty-controlled parties are more likely to promote corruption and 
protect financial wrong-doings. Nepotism, favouritism and discrimination on the basis of affiliation with a 
dynast become the ground rules for decisions making thereby adversely impacting the quality of democratic 
governance.

The threat of dynastic parties needs to be analysed to generate a dispassionate debate on further strengthening 
democratic governance in India and thereby deepening democracy.

The way Dynastic Political Parties are thriving in not just India but in few other democratic countries as well, 
makes one suspect of a method in the madness. Are dynastic parties serving as tools to discredit democracy? Do 
dynastic political parties create a ground favourable for the emergence of autocratic regimes? Questions, that need 
a dispassionate analysis. 

It is on this backdrop, Rambhau Mhalgi Prabodhini has decided to organise a National Seminar on ‘Threat of 
Dynastic Political Parties to Democratic Governance’ 

About
Seminar

In several democratic countries, the number of dynastic parties has 
seen phenomenal growth. Dynastic parties are those that are controlled 
by a particular dynasty for generation after generation. In such 
parties, not just the Presidentship is held by a dynastic but other 
key office bearers also come from the same family, as that of the 
Party Chief. The dominant mechanism that has been established in 
such political parties is to control all, Party finance, Party membership, 
Party candidacy and also decisions about alliances and political 
partnerships.



Themes
Democratic deficit due to Dynastic Parties 

Regulatory Framework to govern Parties for 
prevention of Dynasty-ism

Registered as a Society in 1982, Rambhau Mhalgi Prabodhini (RMP) was initiated as a unique 
leadership development academy with an aim to nurture, impart training and capacity building 
of elected representatives, social workers, as well as people running institutions, organiza-
tions, and start-ups. RMP has also been active in conceiving and executing research projects 
concerning socially pertinent issues including those of the backward classes and rural com-
munities. Additionally, RMP also focuses on undertaking public awakening activities. RMP is 
one of the unique institutions in the entire South Asia and South East Asia having a special 
consultative status provided by the United Nations Economic and Social Council.

Since its inception, RMP has trained more than 35,000 people comprising of MPs, MLAs, their 
associated staff, panchayat office bearers, NGOs, corporate, entrepreneurs, youth, etc.

https://rmponweb.org/
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When a party is run for generations by a 
family, there's only dynasty, not dynamics. 
Starting from J&K, you can see similar 
trend in Haryana, Jharkhand, UP & TN. 
Dynastic politics is the biggest enemy of 
democracy.


